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Making an Emotion Map

How to set up.

Confused  Surprised  Happy  Sad  Mad  Scared  Disgusted

Detailed instructions on next page.
1. Material

Use a large bulletin board or sheet of chart paper. A standard 20” x 23” sheet of easel chart paper turned horizontally works well. We do not suggest making it any smaller.

2. Print the Emojis

Print out the emoji page for each core emotion that you want to introduce advanced vocabulary for. Each page has the extreme, medium and subtle emoji for one core emotion word. Cut out the medium emoji so that it is attached to it’s core emotion word. Cut out the extreme and subtle emojis on their own.

3. Arrange the Emojis

Refer to the diagram on page 5.
Arrange all of the emoji’s on your chart paper first (before gluing) to be sure that you have them spaced properly.

a. Suggested Horizontal placement- arrange the core emotions in the following order from left to right in this order (Confused, Surprised, Happy, Sad Mad, Scared, Disgusted)

b. Suggested Vertical placement- arrange the subtle emojis along the bottom of the chart paper. Place the medium emojis and their core emotion word across the middle of the map. Place the extreme emojis across the top of the map, leaving a little space above them for students to place advanced words “off the chart”. Leave at at 4”-5” inches between the subtle and medium emojis and other 4” of space between the extreme and medium emojis so that you have room to place advanced emotion words later.

4. Glue the Emojis in Place

When you have all of the emojis and core emotion words arranged so that there is room to add advanced words later, glue them down.